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Peugeot 3008 (2008 - 2016)
By any means
Car review | The Swiss pocket knife has become a symbol for versatility. By now it is considered normal that a mobile
phone can also function as a camera, music player, game console and organiser. Following these success stories
Peugeot now introduces the 3008: a combination of car, off-roader, van and even airplane.

Both the Swiss pocket knife and the mobile phone
owe their success to the same thing. Both products
started life as ordinary household items and were
therefore immediately accepted by the general public.
The Swiss pocket knife was in essence no more than a
knife. Although the mobile phone is now almost a
portable computer, in name it is still just a phone.
In the same way the Peugeot 3008 is a well known car:
the 308. However the 3008 is taller, wider, longer and
features a bold look.
This daring combination does take some time to get
used to. The extra ground clearance and clearly visible
underbody protection give the 3008 a strong
personality and stance. At the same time the slim
headlights and elegant lines that are so typical for
Peugeot seem to clash with the general design.

Cockpit
As stated in the introduction, the 3008 is part airplane.
The dashboard is built around the driver, like the
cockpit of an airplane. Although the driving position is
very high (which also means easy entry), the
dashboard is mounted even higher. The centre
console is just as tall, almost wrapping around both
the driver and passenger.
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traditional dials as well.

Family car
While the 3008 gives a special cockpit feeling in the
front, the car offers the space of a mid-sized MPV in
the back. The head and legroom on the backseat is
remarkably good for a car this size. Also the interior is
fitted with many storage spaces.

Regrettably this special set-up means that not
everybody can find an ideal sitting position. Yours truly
kept adjusting the seat all the way during the test
drive, never finding an ideal position. However, others
feel right at home in the 3008 and regard the special
set-up as a great improvement over regular cars.
To enhance the cockpit feeling, the 3008 is fitted with
a "head up" display. A transparent panel that
automatically slides out of the dashboard to project
current speed. In this way the information is right in
the driver's view, which is much easier to concentrate
on than traditional dials positioned behind the
steering wheel.

The boot is accessible via a split tailgate. To load small
luggage it's sufficient to open just the top half, which
takes less effort. The bottom part of the boot lid pivots
down, so one can also sit on it.

The display is also used to show other relevant
information. Next to the speed, the distance to the car
in front is also displayed (expressed in seconds). The
"head up" display is very pleasant to drive with and
one wonders why Peugeot still bothers to fit

The loading floor can be installed at three different
heights. In this way the luggage space can be utilised
fully: easily fragile goods can easily be separated from
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the rest of the luggage on their own level.

cannot.

Engines
The 3008 is available with the strongest engines from
the 308. This ensures that the 3008 performs with
ease. On top of that the 3008 is exceptionally quiet. It's
not just the unusual design, but also the superior
engines which give the feeling that the 3008 is a
special car.
For this test drive both the 1.6 litre turbo petrol engine
(150 PS / 240 Nm) and the 1.6 litre diesel engine (110
PS / 240 Nm) were tried. When put in to numbers
these engines differ a lot, but in real life, performance
is almost equal. In both cases the fuel economy, as
promised by Peugeot is, easy to realise.

Handling

Conclusion

The problem with almost every tall car is the high
centre of gravity. One of Peugeot's solutions is
"Dynamic Rolling Control". This system cleverly utilises
the force pressing on one wheel, to press the other
extra hard to the tarmac.

Peugeot promised that the 3008 offers everything in
one car. This vehicle supposedly combines the power
of an off-roader, the handling of a compact
hatchback and the cockpit of an airplane. And up to a
certain level Peugeot does indeed live up to that
claim.

To achieve low mileage and a ditto price the 3008 is
not fitted with four-wheel drive. But Peugeot does
offer a very smart alternative: the electronic stability
programme and traction control can be adjusted for
several road conditions ("Grip Control"). Special modes
for sand, mud and snow are available (only when the
car is fitted with "Mud & Snow" tyres) so this versatile
car can still go where most ordinary front-wheel drives

The space in the back is remarkably good. In the
front the 3008 gives a very special feeling, but it is not
possible for everybody to find a suitable driving
position. Roadholding is great; handling of this tall
3008 can be compared to that of a normal car. The
engines are powerful yet economical.
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Despite its tough looks the 3008 does not have
four-wheel drive. Thanks to a smart electronic
solution the car does perform better off-road than
any other two-wheel drive car. In short: the 3008 lives
up to its expectation and does indeed offer
everything in one car!
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Specifications
Peugeot 3008 (2008 - 2016) 1.6 16v THP Executive
Size and weight
Length x width x height
Wheelbase

436 x 184 x 164 cm
261 cm

Kerb weight
Trailer
Trailer - braked

1.434 kg
unknown
1.500 kg

Fuel capacity
Luggage space
Tyre size

60 l
432/1241 l
225/50R17

Engine and performance
Capacity
Cylinders / valves
Max power
Max torque
Drive
Acceleration 0 - 62 mph
Top speed
Average mileage
Mileage urban
Mileage extra urban
CO2 emissions

1598 cc
4/4
150 PS @ 5800 rpm
240 Nm @ 1400 rpm
front wheels
8.9 secs
201 km/h
7.4 l / 100 km
10.6 l / 100 km
5.6 l / 100 km
176 gr / km

Price
Price
Price base model
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Â£ 19,195
Â£ 15,995

